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Learning objektive are achievement of changes in student behavior ater participating 

in learning activities . In other words learning is the ultimate goal expected by the teacher 

after implementing the learning program. Therefore the  teacher provides information or 

lerning activites are expected to be success in the learning systemshould be able can teach 

mastering the material, process of effective and efficient learning plan learning using 

strategies, right in provid instruction for student. 

Character is urgent important  for student, education is pressing on formation 

character values for student. Trough character education hope student able independently 

improve and use knowledge, review and implement character values and noble character so 

that it is manifested in everyday behavior. That matter it can be said good student character 

can know the good, improve the thing that good and make the thing that good. So it is said 

that character which are expected people is able to judge things good and raight, very care 

thing a right, and next do what they are sure. 

With teachers through social competence, teacher must behave and to act decisively 

objective, can adapt to the environment, communication effective, and polite communication 

then process character building discipline through teacher social competence objective with 

righteous actions namely the example given by the teacher as well punctuality, speech daily, 

carry out homework, and responsible for completing the task have impact for student. 

Teacher in instilling character for student starting from apply the device, give good habits, 

provides examples relating to discipline. Next student dicipline that has been worked then the 

teacher give a gift.using good speech is models in introducing discipline for student. So that 

every word or action will dwfinitely be imitated by student and indirectly become a character 

for student to be discipline. 

 


